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Abstract

Previous works have demonstrated that analytical high-fidelity models of nonlaminated actuators and magnetic thrust bearings

cannot just describe the magnetic skin effect inside the solid core, but also be applied directly within the control circuit.

By an appropriate rational approximation a digital implementation on a microcontroller becomes possible. However, these

approximated models neither considered hysteresis and saturation nor frequency-dependent fringing and leakage fluxes. This

article elaborates whether or not these nonlinearities can and should be included in real-time control systems. We present an

improved process to map an analytical hysteresis model to a limited measured dataset and discuss the impact of the nonlinear

magnetization curve. It leads to a novel fractional-order all-pass filter, modeling the frequency-dependent hysteresis angle for

a single load point. Its rational filter form is suitable for implementation in Matlab/Simulink as well as real-time applications.

Leakage and fringing fluxes, on the other hand, can be considered with relatively low effort within the original analytical models.

The underlying reluctance network is determined by a FE-analysis as well as analytically and reduced to a highly simplified

form. Depending on whether the total flux or the force-dependent flux is of interest, the model order may increase significantly

and constant correction factors are preferable.
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Previous works have demonstrated that analytical high–fidelity models of nonlaminated actuators and magnetic thrust bearings
cannot just describe the magnetic skin effect inside the solid core, but also be applied directly within the control circuit. By an
appropriate rational approximation a digital implementation on a microcontroller becomes possible. However, these approximated
models neither considered hysteresis and saturation nor frequency–dependent fringing and leakage fluxes. This article elaborates
whether or not these nonlinearities can and should be included in real–time control systems. We present an improved process to map
an analytical hysteresis model to a limited measured dataset and discuss the impact of the nonlinear magnetization curve. It leads to
a novel fractional–order all–pass filter, modeling the frequency–dependent hysteresis angle for a single load point. Its rational filter
form is suitable for implementation in Matlab/Simulink as well as real–time applications. Leakage and fringing fluxes, on the
other hand, can be considered with relatively low effort within the original analytical models. The underlying reluctance network is
determined by a FE–analysis as well as analytically and reduced to a highly simplified form. Depending on whether the total flux or
the force–dependent flux is of interest, the model order may increase significantly and constant correction factors are preferable.

Index Terms—Actuators, Analytical Modeling, Hysteresis, Leakage Fluxes, Magnetic Bearings

I. Introduction
In recent years magnetic bearings have seen an increase

in their industrial applications due to a reduction in costs,
of not only, the required power electronics and controllers
but also in maintenance and operations. This has prompted
traditional manufacturers of mechanical bearings and other
mass products, such as compressors, pumps and turbines
to move further into this market. As a consequence, there
emerges a desire for high–stiffness magnetic bearings with
a disturbance suppression Δ DS > 120 dB, which will match
the stiffness of their mechanical counterparts (Δ DS≈160 dB)
to some degree. This is especially challenging for magnetic
thrust bearings as well as other solid–core actuators, as eddy
current flow inside the iron core and the resultant magnetic
skin effect [1] is usually not avoidable. The three–dimensional
flux propagation renders a laminated core, as common in radial
bearings, ineffective. An axially slit core [2] as well as the
use of soft magnetic composites [3] can be considered as too
expensive and mechanically weak for most applications.
The magnetic skin effect causes a significant lag between

the force–generating magnetic flux and the measurable coil
current, which results into a substantial damping of the actuator
force in the usually current controlled systems [4]. However,
alternative control topologies, like H∞–control [5], state–control
with Kalman–filters [6] or direct voltage control [7] as well
as hybrid forms [8], [9] could not assert themselves. The
reasons for this are of a mainly practical nature. Unlike its
mentioned alternatives, the common cascaded position control
with subordinated current control [10], is the only approach

1Corresponding author: R. Seifert (email: robert.seifert@tu-dresden.de).
*R. Seifert and J. Porstmann contributed equally to this article.
Digital Object Identifier: 10.36227/techrxiv.14473641
This manuscript is not peer–reviewed and may be subject to changes.

to maintain the underlying physics within the control circuit.
It relies on typical parameters like the stiffness : and the
damping 3, which are equal to ball, oil and air bearings, and
therefore keep the initial start–up of the magnetic bearing
simple and comprehensible. For this reasons we presented
an alternative control approach in our previous work [1],
maintaining the cascaded structure and its practical advantages.
Instead of the measurable coil current, we control the actual
force–generating flux density as shown in Fig. 1. In the feedback
branch we introduced a fractional–order flux estimator, which
is able — in its rational form — to determine the air gap
flux density from the measurable coil current in real–time. By
use of the diffusion equation, the flux estimator considers the
magnetic skin effect caused by eddy currents, but neglects other
nonlinearities, such as hysteresis, core saturation and fringing as
well as leakage fluxes. This article aims to include the missing
nonlinearities into the high–fidelity analytical model behind
the flux density estimator. While it is straightforward in case
of the fringing and leakage fluxes, by means of a simplified
reluctance network, it remains challenging for hysteresis and
the nonlinear magnetization curve. We will discuss why their
consideration is not entirely possible for every case.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives a brief

introduction into the existing eddy–current model, on which the
flux density estimator is based on. For a deeper understanding of
the physics and the mathematical modeling based on fractional–
order systems, we like to refer to our previous work [1]. In
section III we will first delve briefly into the historic modeling
of hysteresis before focusing on the identification of the load–
dependent hysteresis angle ohyst in section IV. We start by
modeling the major hysteresis loop, which is then used to find
the so–called first order reversal curves and minor loops to
obtain a load–dependent hysteresis description. A frequency–
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Fig. 1. Closed–loop flux density control with fractional–order flux estimator
based on the measured coil current 8meas and optional fractional–order all–pass
hysteresis filter —  8 : controller and estimator gains, +8 : plant gains, )8 : plant
delays, FO: fractional–order systems

dependency is achieved in sectionV by adapting the eddy–
current model by use of the hysteresis angle ohyst, which allows
us to identify a fractional–order all–pass hysteresis filter, which
may be used within actuator control. We conclude the first part
of this article with a discussion about the applicability of the
hysteresis’ load–dependency and the core saturation.
The second part of the article is dedicated to the consid-

eration of fringing and leakage fluxes. We use a FE–analysis
to identify all flux paths and form a reluctance network for
the static case in sectionVI. The inverted model can then
be used in sectionVII to calculate all frequency–dependent
fringing/leakage fluxes for a given magnetomotive force. We
conclude with a proposal for a corrected analytical model, to
be used with the real–time flux density control.

II. Eddy current effects and their modeling

Eddy currents in nonlaminated cylindrical actuators have
already been discussed thoroughly in the literature in recent
years. The foundations of any high–fidelity model in the
frequency–domain were laid down by Stoll [11], further refined
by Feeley [12] to establish the so–called “eddy–inductance”,
which we used for our flux density estimator. Cylindrical
actuators and magnetic bearings were first considered by [13]
and [14], respectively, leading to the almost complete model
by Zhu et al. [4]. In our previous work [1] we presented a
full historical review of eddy current models, a study on their
physical impact as well as final model refinements. Due to this
extensive groundwork we will introduce only the most essential
equations here.
In a first step, we divide the actuator geometry (Fig. 2)

into core parts, which are only permeated by a one–dimen-
sional magnetic flux Q8 (jl). This we calculate by solving the
electromagnetic diffusion equation in its complex form

curl ( curl ®� ) = −jl^` ®� = −U2 ®� (1)

for every core element, where U =
√

jl^` denotes the complex
wave propagation constant with the constant permeability
` = `0`r and electrical conductivity ^ (for assumed isotropic
and homogeneous materials). By help of the magnetomotive
force (mmf) K(jl), we obtain the overall effective reluctance

PM5a 5b

5c 5d

2

3c3a 3b

1b1a

4a 4b

A4

A3

A2

A1
A0

As

Ag

01 02 03

04 05 06

coil: K = 8 · #

1 Rr 2 Rao
3 Rai 4 Rgi
5 Rc

_8
mm

A8
mm

01 14.4 A0 17.5
02 22.0 A1 22.5
03 5.6 A2 42.0
04 3.6 A3 52.0
05 5.0 A4 59.0
06 12.4 Ag 41.8
6 0.5 As 13.0

Fig. 2. Magnetic circuit of thrust bearing divided into five classes of effective
reluctances – core material: 15NiCr13/1.5752 with `r = 880, ^ = 5 MS m−1

— # : coil turns, 8: coil current, adapted from [1]

Reff (jl) as the sum of the part reluctances R8 (jl) of every
core element:

Reff (jl) = #2

!eff (jl) =
∑
8

K(jl)
Q8 (jl) =

∑
8

R8 (jl) , (2)

which translates into the effective inductance !eff (jl) and the
definition of the desired flux density estimator

�FE (jl) =
�est (jl)
8meas (jl) =

!h
#�g

'Cu + B!eff (jl)
'Cu + B!h

, (3)

with the air gap area �g and the number of coil turns # . The
main inductance !h = !eff (l = 0) corresponds to the force–
generating component of current and flux, which is independent
from the eddy currents. As an example we regard an toroidal
core as studied in [15] with the core radius Ac and the flux
path circumference _c, whose effective reluctance Reff can be
described with the transcendent function

Reff (jl) =
U

2c`
_c
Ac

I0
(
UAc

)
I1

(
UAc

) = √jl^
2c√`

_c
Ac

I0
(√

jl^ ` Ac
)

I1
(√

jl^ ` Ac
) . (4)

The same formula also applies approximately for the core
elements of class 3 in Fig. 2 with Ac = (A2

2 − A2
1)/A2 as defined

in [1]. In the following sectionV, we will use this example to
demonstrate the expansion of any transcendental solution with
the hysteresis angle ohyst to model the frequency–dependent
impact of the hysteresis.

III. Review of hysteresis models
When discussing hysteresis models, we have to distinguish

between two groups. First, the static model of a single or a
set of hysteresis loops, which we use to identify characteristic
parameters to describe hysteresis–related material properties.
And secondly, in sectionV, we adopt these parameters to create
a frequency– or load–dependent description for the actuator
control or transient models.

The hysteresis in electromagnetic materials has been a subject
of scientific study since to the beginning of the 20th century.
The work of Preisach [16] showed that there exists a phase
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TABLE I
Overview of the magnetic materials examined in the referenced

literature

Reference Material �max
A/m

�max
T

`r Br `r Hc `r tip

Laminated cores

Jiles [24] Permalloy 80 10 1.05 27 500 1 · 106 1250

Cardelli [21]
MnZn Ferrite

250 0.43 5629 9229 1359
Cardelli [22] 575 0.50 1486 1649 725
Cardelli [25] 100 0.30 2900 12 391 2476

Ribbenfjärd [26]
M5a 1350 1.43 8240 13 685 875
M600-50A 1250 1.33 2689 9632 864
ZDKHa 1300 1.45 14 129 30 384 1158

Milovanovic [27] electrical steela 300 1.60 8127 79 350 4363
MnZn Ferrite 210 0.24 962 8158 961

Solid cores

Rodriguez [28] low-carbon steel 2000 1.40 322 356 151
this article 15NiCr13 28 000 2.06 133 8620 59
aGrain oriented electrical steel, otherwise nonoriented or unknown

lag ohyst between an applied external magnetic field �ext and
the resulting magnetic induction � within an electromagnetic
material. Preisachs modeling of his observation has since
been known as the Preisach–model. With the advent of
magnetic storage devices in the 1980s, a further understanding
of hysteresis modeling was necessary. Krasnosel’skii et al.
[17] showed the general phenomenological nature of the
Preisach–model, which in turn enabled Mayergoyz et al. [18] to
formulate its memory and congruence properties. Furthermore,
Mayergoyz noted that the determination of the density function
for the Preisach–model needs to be based on measured first
order reversal curves (FORCs).
Since Mayergoyz’s work, several augmentations to the

basic Preisach–model have been attempted to better reflect
observations. In order to describe the dynamic behavior of
hysteric loops, Bertotti [19] expanded the model to reflect the
widening of hysteric loops due to an increasing frequency.
Della Torre and Vajda [20] introduced the complete–moving–
hysteresis model to include the reversible and irreversible
aspects of magnetic material behavior. After the introduction
of the modified scalar Preisach model in [21], Cardelli et al.
established the concept of the equivalent ellipse in [22] to
easily determine the phase lag of a specific material as we
will further discuss in sectionV. Even though the study of the
Preisach–model has a long history, its greatest limitation for a
broader application is the inherent difficulty in determining the
necessary density function ideally based on measured FORCs.
Novak [23] noted, that these are only measurable with highly
precise instruments and a considerable amount of data post
processing.
Alternative models for hysteresis modeling have also been

introduced, for one, from Jiles and Atherton [29]. The Jiles–
Atherton model utilizes a physical instead of a phenomeno-
logical approach and considers the domain wall motion under
magnetization to describe the hysteresis behavior. While an
expansion of the model exists to analyze the dynamic behavior,
it is emphasized that the model is best suited for thin laminated

sheets [24]. Another attempt to describe frequency dependent
hysteresis followed by Ribbenfjärd and Engdahl [26] who used
the work of Bertotti [30] to introduce a Cauer network. Again,
special emphasis is placed on using the model for thin sheets
exclusively. Nevertheless, Herzog et al. [31] used Ribbenfärd’s
approach to examine a solid core axial magnetic bearing. Even
though both Ribbenfjärd and Herzog were able to achieve a
good parity between model and measurements, both pointed
out that the model parameter identification process needs to
be improved.
To circumvent the inherent identification difficulties of the

model parameters, Faiz and Saffari [32] used a neural network
approach to construct load–dependent hysteresis loops. Using
their method, Milovanovic and Koprivica [27] proposed an arc
tangent based model, which we will focus on in this paper.
Within the here presented literature, a variety of different
materials were examined, which are listed in Table I. They
show a wide range of applied maximum field strengths �max
and measured flux densities �max leading to the highly varying
absolute permeability `r tip = �max/(`0�max), and differential
permeabilities `r Br and `r Hc. It becomes apparent, that most
of the previous studies examined electrical steel sheets, so very
few experiences with the hysteresis in nonlaminated cores were
made.

IV. Static Hysteresis Model

The static hysteresis model we apply in this article is based
on the work of Milovanovic et al. [27] for two reasons. First,
due to limited technical possibilities, we can only measure the
major hysteresis loop and the initial magnetization curve of
our applied core material 15NiCr13, which in consequence
forbids the Preisach–model and its variations. Second, the
desired hysteresis angle ohyst is mainly determined by the area
enclosed by the hysteresis loop, so its accurate representation is
more important than the simplicity or applicability of the static
model. We do not exclude the possibility, that other approaches
may lead to equally satisfying results, but from the models we
studied and mentioned in section III, Milovanovic’s model is
by far the most suitable for our case.

A. Major Loop

Given a data set consisting of a semi–static hysteresis loop
(henceforth defined as the major loop �ma) and the initial
magnetization curve, it is of fundamental importance for a
frequency analysis to be able to determine the resulting loop
for any applied load �̂ap. Presuming that a major loop reflects
the behavior of a fully saturated material (�̂max = �̂sat), any
resulting closed loop given an applied field �̂ap < �̂sat will
be defined as a minor loop �mi (�). The major loop �ma (�)
and the initial magnetization curve �vir (�) are shown in Fig. 3.
The identification process can be simplified by mirroring the
descending branch at the origin to match the ascending branch
and average both curves to obtain a symmetrized major loop.
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Fig. 3. Major loop and initial magnetization curve of 15NiCr13, measurements
carried out by Sekels GmbH with Remagraph® by Dr. Steingroever GmbH —
Knee point definition by IEC 60050-321:1986

The model proposed by Milovanovic et al. [27] divides the
major loop into an ascending �A (�) and descending branch
�D (�) so that it can be described by

�A (�) = 0 · arctan
(
1 · (� − �c)

) + 2 · � (5)
�D (�) = 0 · arctan

(
1 · (� + �c)

) + 2 · � (6)

The three coefficients 0, 1 and 2 represent parameters based on
material properties (Fig. 4). The parameter 0 is the saturated
flux density �sat scaled to the maximum of the arctan–function
and the parameter 1 adapts the slope 0 ·1 of the function for
� < �r, such that

0 = �′sat =
2
c
· �sat and 1 =

tan
(
�r/�′sat

)
�c

. (7)

The parameter 2 models the slope for � > �r

2 =
�′sat
�sat
·
( c

2
− 1

)
· arctan

(
1 · (�sat + �c)

)
. (8)

By inserting (7) and (8) into (5) and (6), it is possible to
represent an entire major loop. However, depending on the
material this may not accurately represent the enclosed area
of the given major loop. Since it can not be assumed that
a major loop shows point symmetry in respect to ±�c, [27]
demonstrated that further separating the individual branches
�A and �D allows for a far more accurate model. A branch is
divided into its positive and negative flux density values such
that the complete major loop can be expressed as

�A (�) =


0n arctan

(
1n

(
�−�c

) ) + 2n� for � ≤�c

0p arctan
(
1p

(
�−�c

) ) + 2p� for �c<�,
(9)

for the ascending branch and

�D (�) =


0p arctan

(
1p

(
�+�c

) ) + 2p� for � ≤ -�c

0n arctan
(
1n

(
�+�c

) ) + 2n� for -�c<�
(10)

for the descending branch. Utilizing a nonlinear least square
regression, with equations (7) and (8) as the appropriate
starting parameters, it is possible to determine the values
for the parameters 0n,p, 1n,p and 2n,p, which do not differ
for the ascending and descending case, due to the previous

�sat

c
2 0

�c

V

c
2 −W

tan V = 01
tan W = 2

�

�

−30 −20 −10 0 10 20 30
−2

−1

0

1

2
'2
↓ = 0.9916

'2
↑ = 0.9856Measurement

� in kA/m

�
in

T

0 1 2

Modeled Major Loop Zoom

Fig. 4. Parameter definition of arctan–model leading to modeled ascending
�A and descending �D branch in comparison with measured major loop for
15NiCr13 steel — '2: coefficient of determination

symmetrization of the major loop. For the examined 15NiCr13
steel it leads to the fit as illustrated in Fig. 4, whose enclosed
area shows an relative error of only 1.38 % compared to the
measured loop.

B. First Order Reversal Curves

Since the major loop describes the hysteresis of a ma-
terial which undergoes negative and positive saturation, all
information pertaining to the applied field strengths less than
the saturation field strength is essentially lost. However, it is
possible to model the minor loops with the aid of so–called
first order reversal curves (FORCs). These curves are defined
as follows: if a material is subject to an applied field which
decreases from its saturation value, but again increase before it
reaches its negative saturation value and continues to increase
back to its positive saturation value, the resulting magnetization
curve is an ascending FORC [30] and henceforth defined as
�forc A. Analogous to �forc A a descending FORC �forc D is the
result of an applied field first increasing and subsequently
decreasing. Regardless of which curve is examined, the point
at which the applied field changes its polarity will be defined
as the reversal point �rev. This point can be viewed as the
specific load point that is proportional to the applied current �̂,
the number of coil turns # and the length of the core _c with
�rev = �̂ · #/_c. Further following [27] who proposed for an
ascending FORC:

�forc A(�) = �A (�) + BA (�) for |� | ≤ |�rev | , (11)

we can construct the ascending branch of the FORC by using
the shifting factor BA (�), which is defined as

BA (�) =
Bmax︷                  ︸︸                  ︷( |�rev A | − |�rev D |

) (
�A (�) − �s
�rev A − �s

)1+V�D (� )
. (12)

The terms �rev A |D express the corresponding flux densities
at the reversal point. The FORC parameter V is a degree of
freedom, which needs to be determined. While [27] used a
graphical approach, we will calculate V analytically by the
following steps and the visual guidance in Fig. 5a. Firstly,
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Fig. 5. Visualization for the modeling of the first order reversal curves for a)
|�rev | > |�c | and b) |�rev | ≤ |�c |

�forc A(�) is vertically shifted by Bvir to the equivalent reversal
point on the inverted virgin curve �′vir such that

Bvir = �forc A(±�rev)︸           ︷︷           ︸
�D (±�rev)

−�′vir (±�rev) , (13)

which holds true for the positive as well as negative reversal
point ±�rev. By inserting (13) into (12) we can finally solve
for V:

V =
1

�D (�rev)



ln

(
�vir (�rev) − Bvir − �A (�rev)

Bmax

)

ln

(
�A (�rev) − �s
�A (−�rev) − �s

) − 1


. (14)

Depending on the material and the reversal point, the modeled
FORC can exceed the major loop for �rev > �c. While
Milovanovic solved this dilemma with the introduction of a
further parameter, we propose an equally effective horizontal
shift using known parameters instead, such that

Δ�rev = �rev − 1
1p
· tan

(
�forc A(�rev) − 2p · �rev

0p

)
. (15)

However, in case the reversal points �rev are smaller than
the major loop coercivity �c, the overshoot correction in (15)
becomes ineffective as illustrated in Fig. 5b. To resolve that, we
propose a switchover point �so smaller than �rev and introduce
the FORC knee point �forc k. The general knee point is defined
in IEC 60050-321:1986 321-02-34 for current transformers as
the voltage (or field strength), whose further increase by 10 %,
would cause an increase of the exciting current (or induction) by
50 %. We usually use this definition to demarcate the assumed
linear part from the saturated part of the virgin curve (cf.
Fig. 3). In case of the FORCs, we propose to identify the
knee point field strength �forc k, whose decrease by the ratio
�rev/�c would cause a decrease of the flux density by the ratio
(�r − �D (−�rev))/�r, so that the relationship

�forc k

([
1 − �D (-�rev)

�r

]
�forc k

)
=
�rev
�c
· �forc k (�forc k) (16)

TABLE II
Necessary equations for modeling First Order Reversal Curves based

on modeled ascending and descending major loop curves

Base Curve
�A|D (� ) = 0p|n arctan

(
1p|n

(
� + Δ� ) ) + 2p|n

Vertical Shift

BA|D (� ) =
( |�rev A | − |�rev D |

) (
�A|D (� ) + Δ�
�rev A|D + Δ�

)1+V�D|A (� )

Horizontal Split
For better fitting results split every FORC at � = �c.

FORCsAscending �forc A (� ) Descending �forc D (� )
�A for −�rev ≤ � < �so �D + BD for −�S ≤ � < −�so
�A + BA for �so ≤ � < �S �D for −�so ≤ � < �rev

with Δ� = −�S with Δ� = �S

Case a) |�rev | > |�c |
Δ� = −Δ�rev �so = �rev Δ� = Δ�rev �so = �rev

Case b) |�rev | ≤ |�c |
Δ� = −Δ�k �so = �forc k Δ� = Δ�k �so = �forc k

holds true and the knee point �forc k, �forc k can be determined
numerically. The horizontal shift parameter in (15) is adapted
accordingly by substitution of �rev with �forc k:

Δ�k = �forc k − 1
1p
· tan

(
�forc k − 2p · �forc k

0p

)
, (17)

for the case |�rev | ≤ |�c |. The FORC for the ascending case
will therefore have the form

�forc A(�) = 0p · arctan
(
1p ·

(
� − Δ�) ) + 2p · � . (18)

Since modeling the descending FORC is analogous to the
ascending, it will not be further derived in the context of this
article. A summary of the necessary equations to model both
�forc A and �forc D is listed in Table II. All scalar parameters
such as V, Bvir and Bmax as well as Δ�rev and Δ�k are identical
for both cases, due to symmetry. With the herein presented
procedure it is now possible to model every FORC �forc A |D
for any reversal point �rev and therefore any load �.

C. Minor Loops
With the ascending and descending FORC model it is now

possible to determine the hysteresis of a material for any load
point. In order to construct a minor loop, Faiz and Saffari [32]
showed that this is possible by vertically shifting an FORC to
the point where it intersects its opposite FORC. Building on
the congruence property proposed by Mayergoyz [18] a shift
back of the resulting closed loop, centered around the origin,
gives a minor loop. The procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.
In a first step, we shift �forc D to the point that it intersects

�forc A using the factor Bmi, which is defined as

Bmi = �forc A(�rev) − �forc D(�rev) , (19)

to obtain a displaced minor loop, which can be centered by
the second shift factor

Bsym =
�forc A(�rev) + �forc A(−�rev)

2
=
Bmi
2
. (20)
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Fig. 6. Modeling of the minor loops and results for various loads �̂ for
a toroidal core with 3outer = 125 mm and 3inner = 85 mm and a circular
cross–section.

As seen in Fig. 6, the resulting final minor loop can therefore
be expressed analytically for any load point as:

�mi (−�rev ≤ � ≤ �rev) =
{
�forc A(�) − Bsym

�forc D(�) + Bsym .
(21)

V. Dynamic Hysteresis Model
The basis of modeling the frequency dependent behavior of

an iron core rests upon the fact that the magnetization process
exhibits a certain delay between the applied field and the
resulting flux density. This relationship was derived analytically
in the frequency domain for thin laminated sheets by Stoll [11],
who proposed to modify the common material property � = `�
to include a hysteresis angle ohyst:

� = `0`r� e−johyst , so `hyst = `0`r e−johyst . (22)

The complex hysteresis permeability `hyst can substitute the lin-
ear permeability ` in any core model. Our example reluctance
from (4) therefore transforms to:

Reff hyst (jl) =
U

2c`
1

e−j
ohyst

2

_c
Ac

I0

(
UAc e−j

ohyst
2

)
I1

(
UAc e−j

ohyst
2

) . (23)

Using the minor loop derivation of this article and the concept
of equivalent ellipses presented by Cardelli [22] and Rodriguez
et al. [28] it is possible to arrive at a value for the load point
dependent phase lag or hysteresis angle ohyst.

A. Equivalent Ellipse
The equivalent ellipse with the semi–major axis ? and the

semi–minor axis @ can be formed by two boundary conditions
stated by Cardelli et al. [22]. First, the area enclosed by the
ellipse �ell equals the area enclosed by the minor loop:

�ell = c�max�max sin (ohyst) = �mi =
∮

�mi d� . (24)

Second, the vertices of the ellipse need to equal that of the
minor loop:

�max = �forc A(�rev) − Bsym = �rev and �max = �rev . (25)
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Fig. 7. a) Minor Loop and its equivalent ellipse, b) Comparison between the
Cardelli [22] and Rodriguez [28] model for the phase lag dependent on the
applied external magnetic field strength

These two conditions ensure that the hysteresis loss is equal for
the ellipse as well as the hysteresis loop as shown in Fig. 7a.
Solving (24) yields the desired expression

ohyst = arcsin
�mi

c�max�max
. (26)

Since the minor loop modeling is able to determine the
hysteresis loop for any load point, it is also possible to calculate
the phase lag for a large range of applied fields (Fig. 7b).
Rodriguez et al. [28] proposed an alternative approach for

determining the phase lag from the equivalent ellipse, assuming
that @ = @′ as illustrated in Fig. 7a. Here the point where the
ellipse crosses the �-axis, defined as � ′c, is used so that

ohyst = arcsin
(
� ′c/�max

) ⇒ �ell = c`�
′
c�max . (27)

This assumption is fairly accurate for materials with narrow
hysteresis loops and holds true over a wide range of field
strengths, where both models show similar results (Fig. 7b).
For materials with significantly wider hysteresis loops, like in
our case, and especially for applied field strengths around �c,
where the equivalent ellipse is more circular, a clear deviation
of about 20 % can be observed for the peak of the curve. That
is why we prefer Cardelli’s definition in (26). Furthermore,
the sharp peak demands a more thorough discussion. It is
unclear whether this is the result of the mathematical modeling,
an inherent characteristic of the employed 15NiCr13 steel or
general behavior for ferromagnetic materials. Regardless of the
reasoning, extensive measurements in this critical range of field
strengths with different materials should be undertaken, if they
have not already been done, unknown to the authors’ knowledge.
However, the non–monotonic relationship is expectable, as the
phase lag heavily depends on the angle of the semi-major axis of
the ellipse and therefore �max. These, in turn, are dependent on
the differential permeability `vir (�) of the virgin magnetization
curve, which is not monotonic either.

B. Frequency Domain Model
Once the phase lag for a load point ohyst (�rev) is known,

it can be used in conjunction with Reff hyst (jl) from (23)
to complete a frequency domain analysis, where the load
dependent permeability `r rev = �rev/(`0�rev) is used to model
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Fig. 8. Frequency response for the effective reluctance Reff hyst including
hysteresis for various loads �̂ given the geometry of [15]

the influence of saturation. Naturally, the stationary value R0 hyst
as well as the eddy current edge frequency 5e are significantly
altered by this values [1]. In Fig. 8 it becomes apparent, that
according to their reciprocal proportionality against `r rev, both
values decrease for increasing loads �̂, until more or less the
coercive field �c is reached, where the virgin curve flattens
out. For higher loads R0 hyst and 5e increase again.
The phase response exhibits a low frequency value which

equals that of ohyst (�rev) and a high frequency value limited
to oe max + ohyst (�rev)/2. Both of which were also observed
by Rodriguez et al. [28]. The maximum eddy current phase
lag oe max = 45°, which is caused by the magnetic skin effect,
exhibits the half–order system behavior, we already discussed
in [1]. As a consequence, if we omit the eddy currents, we
can conclude that the impact of the hysteresis in solid cores is
actually easing for higher frequencies, which we will further
elaborate in the following sectionV-C.

C. Dynamic Hysteresis Loops
It is well–known, that hysteresis loops are widening for higher

frequencies [30] and in this article we propose a new method to
model these dynamic hysteresis loops. For the lack of adequate
measurement equipment, we cannot verify it, though. On the
other hand, an FE–analysis would be misleading, as the field
distribution in a nonlaminated core is not homogeneous due to
the magnetic skin effect. So different parts of the core exhibit
not just varying permeabilities, but also different hysteresis
angles. For that reason, FE–analyses are not able to model
hysteresis phenomena realistically or at least the authors are
not aware of any commercially available FE–software, which
is able to employ load–dependent hysteresis angles or minor
loops1.
In the last sectionV-B we established a description of the

overall phase lag i of an electromagnetic core, by the means of
its effective reluctance Reff hyst. By substituting the hysteresis

1Software available to the authors: Ansys Maxwell 2020 allows hysteresis
only in time–domain. Femm 4.2 employs the simplified linear relation \hyst =
\hyst max · `/`max, which appears to be inconclusive.
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Fig. 9. Dynamic hysteresis loops based on the phase response for the effective
reluctance Reff hyst for �̂ = 3.7 A, `r rev = 598, ohyst = 21.8°

angle ohyst in (26) with i, we obtain a description of the
dynamic zero–crossing of the equivalent ellipse:

� ′c ( 5 ) = �max sin(i) with � ′c 0 = �max sin(ohyst) . (28)

It can be translated to the dynamic coercive field strength

�c ( 5 ) = �max
� ′c 0

sin(i) · �c =
sin(i)

sin(ohyst) · �c . (29)

By inserting (29) into (9) and (10), respectively, we get the
frequency–dependent amplitude factor 0( 5 )

0( 5 ) = �max − 2 · �max

arctan
(
1 · (�max − �c ( 5 ))

) . (30)

Subsequently, we can model any hysteresis loop for a given
load and frequency as illustrated in Fig. 9. As expected, the
hysteresis loop widens for an increasing frequency up to 100 Hz,
when the overall phase lag i of the system remains steady.
We already observed in sectionV-B and Fig. 8, that the greater
part of the phase lag ieddy stems from the eddy currents. If we
regard the hysteresis lag ihyst = ohyst ( 5 ) isolated from the eddy
currents, it becomes obvious that the impact of hysteresis alone
actually decreases for higher frequencies, as long as no air gap
is involved. We conjecture, that this may be a general property
of soft magnetic materials, but leave the proof to future studies.
However, hysteresis and eddy currents will always occur in
combination, so the widening of hysteresis loops is not put
into question.

D. Fractional–Order All–Pass Hysteresis Filter
In [1] we showed, that it is possible to model the overall

effective reluctance Reff without hysteresis in a rational form,
in such a way that it can be discretized and implemented
as a filter–cascade in a real–time control system. However,
considering the hysteresis with ohyst leads to the highly
nonlinear transcendental system Reff hyst in (23), for which
no analytical rational approximation exists. Hence, we have to
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split the system into the already known eddy current part Reff
and a pure hysteresis filter �hyst as demonstrated in Fig. 9. As
the amplitude response of the system is practically not affected
by the hysteresis and i(�hyst) is ihyst, we can identify an
all–pass–behavior. A conventional all–pass with the exponent
W = 1, here in the Laplace–domain,

�LF
AP (B) = (1 ∓ B))

W

(1 ± B))W or �HF
AP (B) = (B) ∓ 1)W

(B) ± 1)W , (31)

either starts at i = 0° for low frequencies and changes to ∓180°
(LF) or behaves the other way around (HF), in which the phase
shift Δi = Wc = c stems from W = 1. The hysteresis demands
an all–pass with a phase response between the angles i1 = ohyst
and i2 = ohyst/2 (Fig. 9), though2. Consequently, the exponents
W1 |2 = i1 |2/c are fractions, implying a fractional–order system
(FO–system [33]). Furthermore, as neither the start nor the
end value equals i = 0° a series connection of two all–pass
filters is needed. A logical first proposition is the following
HF–FO–all–pass filter

�hyst (B) = (B)e − 1)W1−W2

(B)e + 1)W1−W2
· (B)2 − 1)W2

(B)2 + 1)W2
with )2 � )e , (32)

where the term with )e models the phase drop around the
eddy current edge frequency 5e = 1/(2c)e) and the second
term with )2 is a simple phase offset with a cut off frequency
52 � 5e somewhere above our range of interest. For a practical
implementation fractional–order systems have to be transformed
into a rational form and one of the most suitable approaches
for an implicit FO–system, like in this case, is the implicit
Matsuda approximation (IMA), as thoroughly discussed in [1].
Yet it requires a zero–phase for the stationary case. For that
reason, we propose the alternative LF–FO–all–pass filter

�hyst (B) = (1 + B)1)W1

(1 − B)1)W1
· (1 − B)e)W1−W2

(1 + B)e)W1−W2
with )1 � )e , (33)

first offsetting the phase by the starting angle i1 from zero at
a frequency 51 = 1/(2c)1) as low as possible. Around 5e the
phase shift is reduced by i1 − i2 to ohyst/2. This filter can by
approximated by the IMA and implemented as a filter–cascade
on a digital control system.
As the IMA has to be applied to every single of the four

binomial terms (1 + B))W in (33) separately, and each requires
an approximation order of at least < = 9, as recommended in
[1], the total filter order <Σ hyst = 4<−2 = 34 is very high. The
more important eddy current filter or the flux density estimator
�FE (B) from (3) employs a filter order of <Σ eddy = 9 . . . 51
(cf. [1]) itself, so it is questionable whether both filters can
be applied at the same time. Furthermore, the hysteresis filter
�hyst (B) as stated here, is not load–dependent. Every parameter
change that influences ohyst, like a varying permeability e. g.
within a look–up table, demand a recalculation of the filters
coefficients, which undoubtedly cannot be done in real–time.

2In case an air gap is part of the magnetic circuit, the starting angle i1 has
to be corrected by the ratio of the stationary core–only reluctance R0 core and
total reluctance R0 tot, the latter including the air gap: i1 = ohyst ·R0 core/R0 tot.
This may leads to i1 < i2.
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Fig. 10. Hysteresis–only phase lag ihyst in comparison with the low–frequency
and high–frequency fractional–order all–pass filter

E. Discussion of the impact the nonlinearities

We regard it as impossible, to consider hysteresis and varying
permeabilities in a frequency domain model at the same time.
Hence, we recommend to not employ a hysteresis compensation
in real–time actuator control systems, which raises the question,
which impact it actually has on the system behavior. For
frequencies above the eddy current edge frequency 5 > 5e
the influence of the hysteresis is widely exceeded by the eddy
currents and a possibly inaccurate determination of the load–
dependent permeability `. For 5 < 5e it depends on the main
field time constant )h = !h/'Cu = 1/(2c 5h): in the case that
5h > 5e, which tends to apply to nonlaminated actuators as
studied here, the coil resistance 'Cu is dominant up to 5h. That
is why we consider it valid to neglect the hysteresis in our
setup. It remains the case 5h < 5e in the range 5h < 5 < 5e
that exists mainly for laminated cores, for which the high
phase lag, as illustrated in Fig. 9, can have a significant impact.
Especially in rather inductive systems like power or instrument
transformers, which usually operate on less variable loads and
rely on more linear core materials, our improved hysteresis
model may is a valuable addition to existing models. In all
other cases, the hysteresis filter is still suited to facilitate the
controller design of the inner flux density control (Fig. 1) by
means of a worst–case load scenario. It allows a more accurate
modeling of the controlled system and therefore provides an
estimate of an additional phase margin one should consider
for improved stability.

The limitations of the hysteresis filter in respect to its load–
dependency also applies to the proposed flux density estimator.
We consider it impossible to implement e. g. look–up tables,
as the estimator coefficients could not be updated in real–time.
Hence, we are restricted to the choice of a constant permeability
` for the underlying model. However, first measurements on
a magnetic thrust bearing, whose results we will publish
soon, have shown that the highly nonlinear magnetization
curve of the deployed 15NiCr13 steel influences the dynamic
of the proposed flux density control to a great extend. We
observed, that the exact determination of the permeability
`, corresponding to the applied load, is crucial to achieve
an optimal system behavior. But it became apparent that in
conjunction with the magnetic skin effect it is impossible to
reliably predict the best matching permeability for all operating
points of the actuator. That is why we decided for our case to
assume the knee point flux density �k (cf. Fig. 3, `r = 880) as
worst–case load, as it leads to a rather moderate flux density
control with presumably increased stability margins.
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VI. Static Fringing and Leakage Flux Model

Unlike hysteresis and saturation, fringing fluxes Qh and leak-
age fluxes Qf are a more tangible perturbation phenomenon
and therefore more commonly subject of investigation in
actuator modeling. For the sake of readability we speak of
non–core fluxes Qh |f covering both flux types as opposed to
the core fluxes or main path fluxes exclusively permeating
through the iron core and the geometrical air gap3. Early
adaptations of reluctance networks considering non–core fluxes
in radial magnetic bearings go back to Meeker [34] and
were later applied to thrust bearings by [35], [36] and also
combined bearings [37], [38], like in our case, but with
significantly differing leakage paths and sometimes only for
the magnetostatic case.
Non–core fluxes in laminated radial bearings and conven-

tional rotating machines are usually subject to only minor
fluctuations and can be considered by a constant leakage :σ
and fringing factor :υ, respectively. In nonlaminated thrust
bearings the magnetic skin effect alters the flux paths and the
overall impact of the non–core fluxes depends on the frequency.
For this reasons, we study the potential and the practicability of
a reluctance network and check whether it can be implemented
within the flux density estimator.

As a first step we assume a symmetrical thrust bearing
with an omitted bias flux, as shown in Fig. 11, to simplify the
identification of the non–core flux paths in the field results
of a magnetostatic FE–analysis. Otherwise, negligible but
misleading asymmetrical compensation fluxes occur. After
identifying the reluctance network we calculate quantitative
values for the non–core reluctances Rh |f . To achieve this,
we use the fluxes determined for every network branch by a
magnetostatic FE–analysis for a given magnetomotive force
(mmf) K. In sectionVII, the same network can then be used
backwards to calculate the dynamic flux distribution for various
frequencies. Furthermore, we perform the transition to the real
asymmetrical thrust bearing in sectionVII-B.

Generally, in thrust bearings we can differ between fringing
and leakage fluxes as well as passive non–core fluxes. The
latter have no influence on the thrust force, as they do not
bypass any air gaps. On the other hand, fringing fluxes bypass
a single air gap in the direction of the force and therefore
contribute to it. Leakage fluxes permeate perpendicular to the
force or bypass both air gaps and are not part of the force
generating main flux Qh. The following core Q, fringing Qh
and leakage fluxes Qf can be identified unambiguously from
the magnetostatic FE–analysis in Fig. 11:

a) Core and Air Gap Fluxes
Qao – closes main flux path outside of coil in the outer stator
and defines the total flux Qt quantitatively.
QgiL |R – cross the air gaps in the main flux path. They are the
major force–generating fluxes.
Qdi – crosses the disk and rotor and equals the force–generating
main flux, after subtraction of Qfdc.

3The air gap fluxesQgi, which directly cross the air gap without bulging, are
attributed to the core fluxes, as they share a comparable frequency behaviour.
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Fig. 11. Magnetostatic flux distribution of the symmetrical magnetic thrust
bearing with omitted bias flux: Identification of fringing Qh and leakage
fluxes Qf and reluctances from linear FE–analysis

b) Fringing Fluxes Qh

QhdioL |R – bypass single coil–sided air gap
QhaiiL |R – bypass single shaft–sided air gap.
c) Leakage Fluxes Qf

QfciiL |R – bypass between single air gap and shaft, perpendicular
to thrust force. They vanish for high frequencies.
Qfdc – bypasses whole disk and therefore both air gaps.
QfriL |R – leak from the inner side of the radial core elements
RrL |R. They form negligible flux swirls, which alter their shape
even for small changes of frequency, load or symmetry. To
simplify the calculation of the network, they are neglected.
d) Passive non–core Fluxes
QfrcL |R – cross the coil through its center. Depending on the
symmetry, they form leakage swirls only for low frequencies.
For high frequencies they change direction and exclusively
bypass core elements with no direct impact on the force.

Every one of these non–core fluxesQh |f is assigned to a non–
core reluctance Rh |f . In combination with the core reluctances
R in Fig. 2 (calculated in [1]) we obtain the complete reluctance
network in Fig. 12.
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R =



RsoL+RfrcL 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −RfrcL 0
0 RsoR+RfrcR 0 0 0 0 0 0 −RfrcR 0
0 0 RfciiL+RhaiiL 0 −RhaiiL 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 RfciiR+RhaiiR 0 −RhaiiR 0 0 0 0
0 0 −RhaiiL 0 RgiL+RhaiiL 0 −RgiL 0 0 0
0 0 0 −RhaiiR 0 RgiR+RhaiiR 0 −RgiR 0 0
0 0 0 0 −RgiL 0 RgiL+RhdioL 0 0 −RhdioL
0 0 0 0 0 −RgiR 0 RgiR+RhdioR 0 −RhdioR
−RfrcL −RfrcR 0 0 0 0 0 0 Rfdc+RfrcL+RfrcR −Rfdc

0 0 0 0 0 0 −RhdioL −RhdioR −Rfdc Rdi+Rfdc+RhdioL+RhdioR



(39)

with RsoL|R = RaoL|R + RcoL|R + RrL|R + RciL|R + RaiL|R

QfciiL RfciiL RfciiR QfciiR

QhaiiL RhaiiL RhaiiR
QhaiiR
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Fig. 12. Complete reluctance network including fringing Rh8 and leakage
reluctances Rf8

Physically, the mmf K is a distributed quantity and should be
considered by a multitude of sources in the network. However,
since the exact distribution is not known, it would increase
the number of unknowns and the network could not be solved.
Rather we place the mmf where the total magnetic flux Qt
is at its maximum: in the outer stator yoke. To be able to
model the swirls QfrcL |R =QfaoiL |R (with QfriL |R neglected), we
distribute K to the outer corners and the center of the stator
(Fig. 12). However, to consider the changing directions of the
fluxes QfaoiL |R and to keep the network solvable, the manually
chosen weighting has to be adapted for the static and dynamic
as well as symmetric and asymmetric case.
We remind that in magnetic circuits a mesh is defined as∑
K8 =

∑R8Q8 , so the sum of mmf sources equals the sum of
magnetic voltage drops

∑R8Q8 . Hence, the reluctance network
is described by the system of linear equations

R · = � (34)

with the reluctance matrix R as well as the vectors  and
� describing the flux linkages of every mesh and the mmf
sources, respectively. The flux linkages

 =
[
RrL RrR Rcil RciR RgiL RgiR RgoL RgoR Rc Rg

]T (35)

are calculated step–wise using Kirchhoff’s circuit laws and
the fluxes determined from the magnetostatic FE–analysis (as
indicated in Fig. 11:

RrL =Qao +QfaoiL

RrR =Qao +QfaoiR

RciL =Q
f
ciiL

RciR =Q
f
ciiR

Rc =Qao

RgiL =Q
h
aiiL +QfciiL

RgiR =Q
h
aiiR +QfciiR

RgoL =Qao −Qfdc −QhdioL

RgoR =Qao −Qfdc −QhdioR

Rg =Qao −Qfdc .

(36)

With more equations the system would be overdetermined,
so the focus lies on the total flux Qao = Qt which can be
quantified exactly and defines the reference flux. For the static
and symmetric case the mmf sources are distributed equally to
the stator corners, to maintain the swirl character of QfaoiL |R:

KmL = KR =
K

2
and KC = 0 , (37)

leading to the vector

� =
[
KL KR 0 0 0 0 0 0 KC 0

]T
. (38)

The reluctance matrix R in (39) with RsoL |R = RaoL |R+RcoL |R+
RrL |R + RciL |R + RaiL |R is composed of the sought–after non–
core reluctances Rh |f8 as well as the known analytical solutions
for the static part reluctances R0 8 from Fig. 2 [1]. To solve
the equation system for all Rh |f8 e. g. the Gaussian elimination
algorithm or a computer algebra system (CAS) can be used. At
this point we omit the last mesh equation for Rg, as there are
only nine unknown reluctances, but it is later needed for the
backward calculation of the leakage fluxes from the network.
The quantitative values of the determined non–core reluc-

tances Rh |f8 are summarized in Table III and compared with the
parallel core reluctances R | | they bypass. It becomes apparent,
that in the operational bandwidth of the thrust bearing (up to
1 kHz) the central leakage reluctances RfrcL |R have the least
impact and can be neglected. On the other hand, a comparison
of Table III with Fig. 13 shows that the high impact of the
reluctances RhaiiL |R and RfciiL |R on the side of the shaft, with
7.8 % and 14 %, respectively, is misleading. The actual fluxes
QhaiiL |R and QfciiL |R fall below 1 % for more than 1 kHz, due
to the magnetic skin effect. This discrepancy can not be
compensated by the reluctance network, as we will show later
(cf. Fig. 18).
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TABLE III
Fringing Rh8 and leakage reluctances Rf8 determined by FE–analysis in
comparison with bypassed core reluctances R | | for the symmetric case

for 0 Hz and 1 kHz

Rh |f8 in A/Vs R | | in A/Vs R | |/Rh |f8 R | |/Rh |f8
Symmetric case: 0 Hz 1 kHz
RfrcL|R 2.36 · 107 RsoL|R* 1.08 · 104 0.05 % 2.06 %
RhdioL|R 5.94 · 106 RgiL|R 1.01 · 105 2.37 % 6.22 %
RhaiiL|R 3.39 · 106 RgiL|R 1.01 · 105 2.99 % 7.84 %
RfciiL|R 1.89 · 106 RgiL|R 1.01 · 105 5.36 % 14.06 %
Rfdc 1.51 · 107 Rdi + RgiL + RgiR 2.03 · 105 1.34 % 4.18 %
*RsoL|R = RaoL|R + RcoL|R + RrL|R + RciL|R + RaiL|R
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Fig. 13. Share of fringing Qh and leakage fluxes Qf on the total flux
Qt =Qao for the symmetric thrust bearing

VII. Dynamic Fringing and Leakage Flux Model

Already for frequencies below 1 Hz the magnetic skin effect
causes the core fluxes to permeate closer to the coil. As a
consequence, the leakage flux QfrcL |R change their direction,
so the mmf–source has to be arranged centrally in the outer
branch of the reluctance network in Fig. 12:

KL = KR = 0 and KC = K . (45)

In the fully computed reluctance network from sectionVI,
we can now substitute the static part reluctances R0 8 by the
frequency–dependent, and therefore complex, effective part
reluctances R8 [1]. For a given magnetic voltage K it is then
possible to calculate the mesh flux linkages and hence every
core flux Q8 and non–core flux Qh |f for any frequency. This
way, the sole analytical overall effective reluctance Reff can
be corrected to the leakage- and fringing–accounting effective
reluctance

R ′eff t =
K

Qao
=
K

Qt
, (46)

which we compare with a dynamic FE–analysis. Fig. 14
shows, that the amplitude error of Reff (ca. 1 dB) toward
the FE simulation results can be eliminated almost entirely
by the reluctance network. The leakage and fringing fluxes
are also responsible for a considerable decay of the phase
from its theoretical limit of 45° for high frequencies, which is
describable by the network as well. Only the modeling error of
the original analytical solution around the eddy current edge
frequency 5e (cf. [1]) persists.
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Fig. 14. Frequency responses for the corrected total effective reluctance R′eff t
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A. Simplified dynamic reluctance network

The complexity of the complete reluctance network (Fig. 12)
leads to a significant increase in the system order <Σ of
the approximated, rational variant of Reff (cf. [1]) and is
therefore not applicable for the flux density estimator �FS.
Hence, we propose the following simplifications, based on
Table III, Fig. 13 and the qualitative evaluation of the finite
element field distribution.
• The fringing fluxes QhdioL |R and QhaiiL |R and their corre-
sponding reluctances are combined and assigned to the
air gap fringing reluctances RhgiL |R:

RhgiL |R =
RhdioL |R RhaiiL |R
RhdioL |R + RhaiiL |R

. (47)

• The central leakage reluctance Rfdc, bypassing both air
gaps, is divided into two equal parts and assigned to a
single air gap each. Together with the leakage reluctance
RfciiL |R on the shaft side, they form the air gap leakage
reluctances RfgiL |R:

RfgiL |R =
1
2Rfdc RfciiL |R

1
2Rfdc + RfciiL |R

. (48)
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• To determine the corrected total effective reluctance R ′eff t,
relating to the total flux Qao =Qt and not considering the
force, we merge RhgiL |R and RfgiL |R to the combined air
gap fringing and leakage reluctance RhfgiL |R:

RhfgiL |R =
RhgiL |R RfgiL |R
RhgiL |R + RfgiL |R

. (49)

• The respective “geometrical” air gap reluctances in the
main flux path are equal for both bearing sides, in-
dependently from the symmetry, so that RgiL |R = Rgi.
Furthermore we calculate the arithmetic mean of RhfgiL |R
to obtain the single corrected air gap reluctance:

R ′gi = 2
(
Rhfgi | | Rgi

)
with Rhfgi =

1
2
(RhfgiL+RhfgiR) . (50)

The introduced error of R ′gi compared to RgiL |R | | RhfgiL |R
is only 0.03 %, which is why we adopt this step for

Rhgi =
1
2
(RhgiL + RhgiR) , Rfgi =

1
2
(RfgiL + RfgiR) . (51)

as well.
• The outer axial core reluctances RaoL |R are summed up to
a single reluctance Rao by addition of their characteristic
lengths.

• As a last step we neglect the transversal reluctances RfrcL |R,
since their impact for low frequencies is negligible (cf.
Fig. 13). Although in the dynamic case for high frequencies
above 1 kHz the respective fluxes QfrcL |R are dominant,
the impact of RfrcL |R on the magnitude response of R ′eff t
is limited due its passive characteristic. However, the
previously observed phase decay for frequencies above
1 kHz cannot be modeled without RfrcL |R, which is deemed
uncritical, as it lies outside of the bearings operating
bandwidth. If higher bandwidths require the consideration
of RfrcL |R, one should be aware that the system order <Σ
almost doubles.

As result we obtain the simplified dynamic reluctance
network in Fig. 15, which forms the leakage- and fringing–
accounting total effective reluctance R ′eff t = K/Qt by summing
up of its part reluctances. Up to ca. 100 Hz both, the full and
the simplified network, lead to identical results. In the further
relevant bandwidth up to 1 kHz the magnitude and phase error
remains low with < 0.4 dB and < 1°, respectively (cf. Fig. 14).

However, in this form the network cannot just yet be applied
to the flux density estimator, as the magnetic bearing control
relies on the force–generating main fluxQh =Qf =Qgi+Φh and
not the total fluxQt as illustrated in Fig. 16. Consequentially, the
force–related total effective reluctance R ′eff f = K/Qf only refers
to the force–generating flux Qf . The results for the accordingly
adapted R ′eff f will be shown in sectionVII-D.

B. Transition to Asymmetric Bearing
In the asymmetric real thrust bearing the position of the

coil was shifted to the right as depicted in Fig. 2. We took
this measure to equalize the static reluctances of the bias flux
paths and therefore enable equal forces in both air gaps. In
terms of fringing and leakage fluxes, we observe that they are
facilitated for high frequencies 5 > 1 kHz especially on the left

RciL RaiL R ′
gi Rdi RaiR RciR

RrL RcoL Rao K

Qt

RcoR RrR

Fig. 15. Simplified dynamic reluctance network with corrected air gap
reluctance R′gi

RaiL Qgi 2 · Rgi Qf Rdi RaiR

Qhgi 2 · Rhgi

Qfgi 2 · Rfgi

RrL RcoL Rao

K

Qt RcoR RrR

RciL RciR

Fig. 16. Simplified dynamic reluctance network with total flux path split into
the force–generating fringing part Qh and leakage part Qf

TABLE IV
Fringing Rh8 and leakage reluctances Rf8 determined by FE–analysis in
comparison with bypassed core reluctances R | | for the asymmetric

case for 0 Hz and 1 kHz

Rh |f8 in A/Vs R | | in A/Vs R | |/Rh |f8 R | |/Rh |f8
Asymmetric Case: 0 Hz 1 kHz
RfrcL 1.02 · 106 RsoL 7.93 · 103 0.78 % 31.43 %
RfrcR 6.95 · 106 RsoR 1.47 · 104 0.21 % 9.36 %
RhdioL 3.48 · 106 RgiL 1.02 · 105 3.65 % 19.29 %
RhdioR 5.42 · 106 RgiR 1.02 · 105 2.59 % 14.77 %
RhaiiL 2.72 · 106 RgiL 1.02 · 105 3.79 % 9.82 %
RhaiiR 3.33 · 106 RgiR 1.02 · 105 3.10 % 8.04 %
RfciiL 4.33 · 106 RgiL 1.02 · 105 2.38 % 11.20 %
RfciiR 1.88 · 106 RgiR 1.02 · 105 5.48 % 19.24 %
Rfdc 1.06 · 107 Rdi + RgiL + RgiR 2.06 · 105 1.95 % 5.98 %

side of the bearing. It becomes apparent in Table IV, where
the ratios R | |/Rh |f8 for left–sided reluctances are considerably
higher than in the symmetric case. Furthermore, the right–sided
central leakage flux QfaoiR remains a swirl, as in Fig. 12, over
the entire frequency range, while its left–sided counterpart
QfaoiL is always passive (it changes its direction compared to
Fig. 12). To account for this asymmetry, the magnetic voltage
source has to be placed in the outer right corner of the network:

KL = KC = 0 and KR = K . (52)

By this slight adjustment, the full and the simplified reluctance
network enables comparable results for the corrected total
effective reluctance R ′eff t like in the symmetric case, at least
in the bandwidth below 1 kHz.

C. Analytical Calculation of non–core Reluctances
To verify the FE–analysis or to allow a faster design process,

it is of interest to find an analytical description for the
leakage reluctances. However, in 1941 Roters [39] already
stated that the precise determination of the reluctance of flux
paths in air is practically impossible, as they do not follow
geometrically simple paths. Especially, since every actuator
geometry features individual characteristics and boundary
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Fig. 17. Definition of analytical leakage/fringing flux path for the a) 180°–
reluctances Rfdc and RhdioL|R (for the case _2 < C′ < _1), for the b) 90°–
reluctances RhaiiL|R (for the case C′ < _) and for the c) 0°–reluctances RfciiL|R

conditions which change depending on the applied load and
frequency. Previous works studying leakage fluxes in magnetic
thrust bearings, like [35] or [37], neglect necessary geometrical
and electromagnetic boundary conditions. Besides, they did not
verify their findings and we were not able to reproduce them
conclusively. Hence we tried to find a more precise analytical
description of the leakage reluctances based on the most general
approaches in [39]. We still consider it a rough estimate, not
substituting the FE–analysis, as various assumptions had to be
made. Following the simplifications made in sectionVII-A, we
forgo the modeling of the passive central reluctances RfrcL |R and
concentrate on the geometrically well–defined and force–related
reluctances in Fig. 17.

The analytical derivation of the fringing and leakage reluc-
tances is mainly adapted from [39] starting with his definition
of a half annulus (p. 131, Fig. 10 in [39])

Rh |f = c

`0;

1

ln
(
1 + 2C

6

) = c

`0;

1

ln
( Ato
Ati

) (53)

with the depth ;, the inner arc radius Ati = 6/2 and the outer arc
radius Ato = 6/2+ C. In case of a cylindrical actuator, the depth ;
equals the average circumference, considering the enlargement
of the cross section of the flux path for increasing radii. The
arc height C is limited by the width _ of the boundary faces
and the distance of opposite core elements (Fig. 17).

Case a) 180°–reluctances: RhdioL |R, Rfdc

The field distribution in Fig. 11 illustrates, that the flux paths
pertaining to RhdioL |R are semicircular, while Rfdc is composed of
two quarter circles and a quasi–homogeneous middle section
(Fig. 17). The middle section can be regarded as a hollow
cylinder of the length 3 ′ = 3 + 6, depending on the width of
the thrust disk 3. For the quarter and semicircles of RhdioL |R
as well as Rfdc we define the inner arc radius as half of the air
gap width: Ati = 6/2. Hence, the ansatz derived from (53) is
identical for both cases (with 3 ′ = 0 for RhdioL |R):

Rh |fdioL |R, dc = 2

c

2`0;

ln
(
1 + 2C

6

)
︸        ︷︷        ︸

quarter arc

+
3 ′

`0c(
A2+ 62 +C

)2
−

(
A2 + 62

)2

︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
hollow cylinder

. (54)

The arc height C equates to the width of the smaller of both
boundary faces, but is limited by the maximum arc height
C ′ by C = min (_1, _2, C

′), which describes the outermost flux
line, which is just able to draw an arc. Flux lines beyond this
boundary line preferably close over the opposite core element.
Hence, we state

c
(
C ′ + 6

2

)
+ 3 ′ = 2ℎ′ ⇒ C ′ =

2
c

(
ℎ′ − 3

′

2

)
− 6

2
, (55)

with the effective height ℎ′ of the leakage area, which corrects
the geometrical height ℎ by considering the curvature of the
cylindrical geometry:

ℎ′ = A2 ln
(
A2 + ℎ
A2

)
. (56)

The radius and thereby the circumference ; of the medium flux
line is calculated according to [39] by the geometric mean of
the inner and outer arc radius:

; = 2c

(
A2 +

√
6

2
·
(6

2
+ C

))
. (57)

Case b) 90°–reluctances: RhaiiL |R
In contrast to case a), the fringing fluxes QhaiiL |R leave the

iron core to the inside (Fig. 17), requiring adjustments to the
first approach. The ansatz

RhaiiL |R =
c

2`0;

1

ln
(
1 + C

6

) (58)

remains equal to the quarter arc in (54), but the inner arc radius
is now defined as Ati = 6. Thus, the arc height is

C = min (_, C ′) with C ′ =
2
c
ℎ′ − 6 , (59)

where because of the inverse curvature the effective height

ℎ′ = A1 ln
(
A1

A1 − ℎ

)
(60)

is larger than the geometric height ℎ, in this case. According
to [39] the medium circumference then becomes

; = 2c
(
A1 + 6 −

√
6 · (6 + C)

)
. (61)

Case c) 0°–reluctances: RfciiL |R
The calculation for the leakage reluctances RfciiL |R is trivial.

It can be modeled as a hollow cylinder permeated by a flux
in radial direction (Fig. 17). Hence, the ansatz is equal to the
radial core reluctance Rr in [1]:

RfciiL |R =
ln

( A

A − ℎ
)

2c`0_
. (62)

Since the curvature has already been considered in (62), the
previously done correction of the geometrical height ℎ is not
necessary.
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TABLE V
Fringing Rh8 and leakage reluctances Rf8 determined by FE–analysis in

comparison with its analytical estimates
— Relative error: nrel = (Rh |fana − Rh |ffem )/Rh |ffem

Symmetric Case Asymmetric Case

Symbol Rh |ffem

106A/Vs
Rh |fana

106A/Vs
nrel
%

Rh |ffem

106A/Vs
Rh |fana

106A/Vs
nrel
%

Rfdc 15.06 11.72 −22.2 10.58 11.72 10.7
RhdioL 4.25 3.87 −8.8 2.81 3.90 38.8
RhdioR 3.95 3.90 −1.3
RhaiiL 3.37 4.65 38.2 2.71 3.44 27.0
RhaiiR 3.31 4.65 40.8
RfciiL 1.88 1.77 −5.9 4.30 3.86 −10.3
RfciiR 1.87 1.77 −5.4
RhgiL 1.88 2.11 12.6 1.38 1.83 32.5
RhgiR 1.80 2.12 17.9
RfgiL 1.50 1.36 −9.6 2.37 2.33 −2.0
RfgiR 1.38 1.36 −1.7

RhfgiL 0.83 0.83 −1.0 0.87 1.02 17.4
RhfgiR 0.78 0.83 5.9

Results of the analytical calculation

Analogous to the simulatively determined non–core reluc-
tances in (47) to (49), we can also simplify the analytical
reluctances to the fringing and leakage air gap reluctances
RhgiL |R and RfgiL |R as well as the combined air gap fringing
and leakage reluctances RhfgiL |R, respectively. The intermediate
results in TableV differ significantly, with up to 40 %, from
the simulation results, as the analytical calculation considers
leakage paths through air exclusively, which in addition
cannot be mapped exactly. On the other hand, the FE–results
contain core sections permeated by leakage fluxes, which are
not included in the analytical core reluctances. Therefore,
they provide a much more accurate image of the real flux
distribution.

The high errors in the intermediate results lead to a shift in
the leakage flux distribution within the full reluctance network
(Fig. 12) from the side of the shaft to the side of the coil. With
regards to the simplified network (Fig. 15) most of the errors
cancel each other out, so only a 1 % error remains for the
combined air gap leakage reluctances RhfgiL |R in the symmetric
case. In the asymmetric case acceptable total errors of 17.4 %
and 5.9 % persist.

In spite of the simplifications made in this subsection, leading
to a rough estimate of the real flux distribution, Fig. 18 shows,
that also the analytically determined fringing and leakage
reluctances are applicable for the following implementation
within the flux density estimator.

D. Implementation and Conclusion

Already in sectionVII-A we indicated, that for the imple-
mentation of the flux density estimator not only the corrected
total effective reluctance R ′eff t = K/Qt is decisive, but also
the force–related effective reluctance R ′eff f = K/Qf . The latter
relates solely to the actual force–generating part Qf of the total

flux Qt, which we calculate with the flux divider following
Fig. 16:

Qf =
Rgf | | Rfgi

Rfgi
Qt =

Rfgi

Rfgi + Rgf
Qt (63)

with

Rgf = 2 · R
h
gi · Rgi

Rhgi + Rgi
and Rfgi = 2 · Rfgi . (64)

By dividing both sides of (63) through the mmf K = 8 · # and
calculating the reciprocal, we obtain the desired form

R ′eff f =

(
1 + Rgf

Rfgi

)
· R ′eff t . (65)

The implementation of the combined air gap leakage reluctances
RhfgiL |R, leading to R ′eff t, is carried out together with the
calculation of the air gap reluctance Rgi or the air gap element
(fractional order W = 1/4) of the equivalent implicit system
REIS (cf. [1], eq. (58)) according to (50). In the next step, we
derive the force–related reluctance R ′eff f from (65).

All subsequent calculations affect neither the approximations
nor the discretization. Only the system orders <Σ, =Σ of the
approximated overall system (sum of all part reluctances in
Fig. 15 or equivalent implicit system [1]) increase – in case of
R ′eff t only by 1:

<Σ t = <Σ + 1, =Σ t = (<Σ − 1) + 1 = <Σ t − 1 . (66)

Regarding R ′eff f , the flux divider implicates a further increase
of the total order by the order <Rg of the reluctance Rgi:

<Σ f = <Σ + <Rg + 1 = <Σ t + <Rg , =Σ f = <Σ f − 1 . (67)

However, in [1] we proposed to undertake an additional Padé–
approximation (PASR), which overrides the increase in order
of <Rg = 8 . . . 29 (for 5 < 21 kHz). Therefore, the order of the
PASR–solution <P remains equal to the fringing/leakage–free
model. This is a considerable advantage compared to the other
proposed approximation method MAEIS, where considering
the leakage within R ′eff f increases the total system order by
<Rg = (<Σ + 1)/2 = 5 . . . 25, limiting the applicability of the
approach.

E. Alternative: Constant Correction Factor

The simplest way to take fringing and leakage fluxes into
account, is the introduction of constant correction factors :υσ t
and :υσ f (relating to the current 8). Without an increase to the
system order, we can correct the total effective reluctance Reff
or inductance !eff according to (4)

!eff t = :υσ t#
Qt

8
=
:υσ t#

2

Reff
=

#2

R ′eff t
⇒ R ′eff t =

Reff

:υσ t
. (68)

The correction factor can be calculated by forming the ratio
of the static corrected overall reluctance R ′0 t with the static
fringing/leakage–free reluctance R0 = Reff ( 5 = 0)

:υσ t =
R0

R ′0 t
=
R0

K/Q0 t
, (69)
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where the determination of R0 t, (63) to (65), or Qt for that
matter, can be conducted by analytical calculation or a FE–
analysis. By using the flux divider from (63) we determine
analogously the force–related effective inductance

!eff f = :υσ f#
Qf

8
=
:υσ f#

2

Reff
=

#2

R ′eff f
⇒ R ′eff f =

Reff

:υσ f
(70)

and the corresponding correction factor

:υσ f =
R0

R ′0 f
=
R0

K/Q0 f
=

1
1 + R0 gf/Rfgi

R0

R ′0 t
. (71)

F. Comparison
Up to a frequency of 1 Hz the implementation of the force–

related reluctance R ′eff f by means of the flux divider (65) or
the correction factor :υσ f (71) leads to equal results, as Fig. 18
illustrates. The absolute error in respect to the FE–analysis can
be reduced by 0.35 dB to < 0.1 dB (stationary) compared to
the fringing/leakage–free Reff , at which point the simulatively
determined reluctance is more accurate.
However, as opposed to the corrected total effective reluc-

tance R ′eff t (cf. Fig. 14), the force–related reluctance R ′eff f ,
which is based on the flux divider, does not provide satisfying
results in the relevant bandwidth up to 1 kHz. The reason for
this derives from the the shift in the leakage flux distribution
from the shaft to the coil for high frequencies, which cannot
be modeled by the reluctance network. Although occurring

errors cancel each other out for R ′eff t, this is not the case
for R ′eff f resulting in an inaccurate representation of the force–
generating fluxQf . On the other hand, compared to the original
analytical solution the correction factor :υσ f allows only a slight
improvement in accuracy for 1 Hz < 5 < 1 kHz (Fig. 18), but
more importantly does not degrade it. Hence we conclude, if
the force–generating flux Qf is to be the focus, the correction
factor is the preferred method.
Furthermore, Fig. 18 reveals an unexpected relation. The

errors of
��R ′eff f

�� in respect to
��Reff

�� are smaller than in the case
of R ′eff t and remain negative. This in turn means that

��R ′eff f
��

is smaller than
��Reff

�� and the force 5 is actually increased
by the presence of fringing and leakage fluxes. Although, the
force–generating flux Qf is indeed smaller than the total flux
Qt (reduced by Qf), the fringing and leakage fluxes cause a
general reduction of the total reluctance

��R ′eff t
�� � ��Reff

�� and
thus an increase of the actuator force. In our case the latter
effect is dominant, resulting in correction factors :υσ t |f > 1.
But it is important to note, that this observation cannot be
generalized for all actuators or magnetic bearings and is only
probable in case the force–generating fringing fluxes dominate
over the leakage fluxes.

G. Correction of Flux Density Estimator

By recalling the definition of the flux density estimator
from (3), we see that there are multiple occurrences of the
effective inductance !eff and its stationary counterpart !h =
liml→0 !eff (jl), the main inductance. While the first term is
the actual force–related field building component, which we
correct with the factor :υσ f , the second term describes the
magnetizing currents, that relate to the total flux Qt. Hence,
the latter has to be corrected with the factor :υσ t finally leading
to:

� ′FE (jl) =
�est (jl)
8meas (jl) =

!h f
#�g︸︷︷︸

force–related: field

·

measurable: magnetizing current︷               ︸︸               ︷
'Cu + B!eff t (jl)
'Cu + B!h t︸       ︷︷       ︸

magnetizing current

, (72)

Whether or not this differentiation is appropriate depends on
the actuator geometry and the balance between fringing and
leakage fluxes. In our case :υσ f and :υσ t differ by considerable
5.2 % and its inclusion comes at no cost.

We note, that in fact the main inductances !h t and !h f are
not directly affected by the magnetic skin effect, but by the
redistribution of the fringing/leakage fluxes. We still assume
them to be constant. Theoretically, it would be possible to
isolate the frequency–dependent influence of these non–core
fluxes and project them on the main inductances as well.
However, the improvement would be very low compared to the
additional computing effort (cf. sectionV-E).
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VIII. Conclusion and outlook

The control of electromagnetic actuators and magnetic
bearings usually relies on simplified models and perturbations
like eddy currents, hysteresis, saturation, fringing and leakage
fluxes are omitted. Especially in case of nonlaminated cores,
it is widely accepted that eddy currents have a significant
impact on the actuators performance and should be considered
within the design of the control. In previous works we laid the
groundwork for the first practical digital implementation of a
flux density estimator to fully compensate eddy currents in the
inner actuator control loop and we will present the first results
in the near future.
The considerably minor perturbations hysteresis and satu-

ration as well as fringing and leakage remain solely subjects
of academic research. Although various studies exist, they are
usually limited to the analytical modeling and FE–analyses
of the actuator. For the first time, we discussed the actual
applicability of the known analytical models to control design
and further improved them.

In the first part of this article we developed a fractional–order
all–pass hysteresis filter in the frequency domain, which can
model the hysteresis for a fixed load point and an assumed
homogeneous field distribution. While these may be valid
assumptions for laminated cores and especially for actuators
and machines operating in steady–state, it is rarely the case
for high–dynamic nonlaminated actuators and magnetic thrust
bearings. In this latter case, hysteresis models are indeed limited
to evaluation and cannot be applied to control design in a useful
manner. However, it is possible to use the hysteresis filter to
identify worst–case scenarios and consider an appropriate phase
margin to design a stable controller under all conditions.

We found, that varying permeabilities have significant impact
on the behavior of the proposed flux density control, but we
consider it impossible to include them in the flux density
estimator. Hence, we recommend a deliberate choice of `r
depending on the maximum load point.
Our study regarding the fringing and leakage fluxes in

a magnetic thrust bearing shows, that the practicality of a
reluctance network highly depends on whether the total flux
Qt and its respective corrected total reluctance R ′eff t is of
interest or the actual force–generating flux Qf relating to R ′eff f .
In the former case, the proposed networks can significantly
reduce model errors (static: 11.8 %) by 10 percentage points
over a wide range of frequencies. The full reluctance network
is only beneficial over the simplified network for less relevant
frequencies above 1 kHz, where the characteristic phase drop is
reproduced. In the bandwidth of interest below 1 kHz both
networks are equally accurate. In the latter case, due to
the magnetic skin effect, neither the full nor the simplified
reluctance network can model the changing flux distribution for
frequencies above 1 Hz, leading to an incorrect representation
of the force-generating flux Qf and its according reluctance
Reff f . However, a constant correction factors, possibly greater
than 1, reduce the model errors (static: 6.4 %) by satisfying
5.6 percentage points. Since they do not increase the system
order and are most simple to implement we deem them to be
the preferred variant for the flux density estimator.

We conclude, that our findings in this article only slightly
improve the previously proposed flux density control based on
a fractional–order flux density estimator, for which we present
a first proof of concept in the near future. However, for the
commonly omitted and supposedly minor perturbations like
hysteresis, saturation, fringing and leakage fluxes, we provided
an extensive review about modeling approaches and discussed
their impact as well as practical applicability as reference for
future studies.
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